SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
DST-PURSE FACILITY

ADVERTISEMENT (Revised)

Applications for Research Assistants in Chemistry (TWO) under DST-PURSE Program of Sardar Patel University are invited from suitable candidates with following eligibility:

Eligibility: Post Graduate (PG) Degree in Chemistry with 55% of aggregate marks and demonstrated aptitude for research

Consolidated amount per month: Rs. 12,000/-

Positions tenable up to 31st March, 2015

Nature of job: To carry out research work and handle analytical work on equipments and related correspondence

The eligible candidates submit their bio-data along with true copies of all certificates in support of age, qualifications and xerox copies of research papers published and conference certificates etc to:

The Nodal Officer
DST-PURSE Program, CISST,
Behind University Main Office
Sardar Patel University,
Vallabh Vidyanagar - 388 120, Gujarat

latest by 30th July, 2014

Office: DST-PURSE Central Facility, Sardar Patel University, Behind University Main Office, Vallabh Vidyanagar - 388 120, Gujarat
Telephone: (O) 02692-226864, Fax: 02692-226864, E-mail: nodalofficer.cissl@gmail.com